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USA Rugby Policy for the Training and Assignment of 
Young Match Officials 

Young Match Officials (YMOs) for the purpose of these policies and recommendations apply to those 
who have not yet reached 18 years of age.  These policies are for courses and assignments related to 
all rugby with tackling, even if the contact in some parts of the Game is restricted. 

Rugby match officials shoulder part of the responsibility for ensuring a safe environment for players.  
USA Rugby (USAR) wishes to ensure that match officials under its auspices have the training and 
maturity to contribute to the creation of that safe environment.  USAR also wishes to create a safe 
environment for YMOs to develop.  In furtherance of these two goals, USAR has adopted the 
following policies and makes the following recommendations. 

Policies 

Anyone involved in assigning or coaching YMOs must be familiar with and comply with USAR policies 
involving minors. 
Anyone working with YMOs must be current in their SafeSport certification and comply with all 
SafeSport requirements. 

A certified Coach of Match Officials (CMO), certified Performance Reviewer (PR), or adult referee with 
at least 5 years’ experience qualified to referee the match must be present as an observer and 
coach for any varsity match, adult match, adult or varsity sevens match, or full-contest rugby 
match with a YMO as referee (match types defined below).  If a parent or guardian is not 
accompanying the YMO, they must approve in writing the person supervising the minor.  This 
may be the same person serving as coach or observer. 

All tackle rugby matches must have either a referee or observer with current concussion recognition 
training. 

Different age limits apply to different types of matches. 
Limited-contest age-grade match: a match with most players under 16yo and without contested 

scrums of more than 3 players or lifting (lineouts or open play). 
Varsity match: a match with most players over 16yo and under 19yo played with Under 19 law, 

regardless of whether school affiliated. 
Sevens match: a match played with the variations for Sevens rugby. 
Full-contest rugby: a match with contested scrums of more than 3 players or lifting allowed, 

regardless of the age of the players. 
Adult match: a match with most players over 18yo, including college matches. 

No distinction is made between men’s/boys’ and women’s/girl’s matches. 
No distinction is made between first-side and lower-side matches. 

“Level 1 Referee” refers to a course the same or similar to World Rugby’s Introduction to Match 
Officiating, a full-day, non-assessed, attendance-based course which helps the novice referee to 
referee the basic components of the game in a practical-based environment. 

“Level 2 Referee” refers to a course the same or similar to World Rugby’s The Developing Match 
Official, a 2-day, competency-based accreditation course which builds on the Level 1 course to 
help further develop the referee in a practical-based environment. 

USAR will recognize courses approved by World Rugby that were taken in other countries, regardless 
of the age at which they were taken. However, all of the age requirements for assignments apply 
to YMOs initially certified elsewhere. 

No one with assignment responsibility may assign their own child or close relative YMO as the referee 
for any full-contest rugby match, varsity match, or adult or varsity sevens match. 
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Under Age 12 
No-one under 12 years old (yo) may serve in any capacity as a match official.  This includes as a 

touch judge (TJ) or assistant referee (AR). 

Age 12 
The minimum age for taking any USAR course leading to certification as an AR is 12yo. 
The minimum age for taking any USAR reduced course leading to certification to officiate limited-

contest age-grade rugby is 12yo. 
The minimum age to serve as a TJ or AR for any type of tackle rugby is 12yo. 
The minimum age to referee limited-contest age-grade rugby with players up to one’s own age is 12yo 

(meaning a 12yo can referee U12 and U10 without scrums of more than a front row or lifting). 
Referees may have and assignors may appoint their own child or close relative over 12yo as a TJ or 

AR. 

Age 13 
For those having already taken the appropriate courses and served as an AR for matches at any level 

or referee for limited-contest age-grade matches totaling at least 20 hours, with documentation, 
the minimum age for taking the Level 1 Referee course is reduced to 13yo.  This is permitted but 
not encouraged. 

Age 14 
The minimum age for taking any USAR course equivalent to Level 1 Referee is 14yo for those without 

sufficient prior rugby-officiating experience. 

Age 15 
The minimum age to serve as a referee for full-contest matches is 15yo., A 15yo with sufficient 

experience may referee up to the U16 age group. 

Age 16 
Training for concussion recognition is required for anyone assigned as a referee from 16yo. 
The minimum age to serve as referee for a varsity or adult sevens match is 16yo. 
Assignors may appoint their own child or close relative to referee limited-contest age-grade rugby up 

to the child’s age once the referee is 16yo (meaning a 16yo refereeing up to U16). 

Age 17 
SafeSport training is required for anyone assigned as a referee once they are 17yo. 
The minimum age to serve as referee for a full-contest rugby match at the varsity or adult level is 

17yo. 
The minimum age for taking any USAR course equivalent to Level 2 Referee is 17yo. 
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Recommendations 

Young people interested in serving as match officials should start by taking the appropriate courses 
and then serving as touch judges and assistant referees.   They should then progress through 
limited-contest age-grade matches with players younger than themselves.  It is advisable that 
their early matches be with players their own age or older be sevens or other reduced format. 

Festival and tournament situations with many other match officials around are the best ways for 
YMOs to begin their officiating career. 

Even for officiating limited-contest age-grade rugby, completion of the Level 1 Referee course is 
preferred over a reduced course. 

YMOs should be frequently reminded that they have the power to stop a match in case of abusive 
behavior by teams, team personnel, or spectators.  They should also be advised that they can 
declare themselves unable to continue for any reason and allow another official to complete the 
match. 

LRO presidents, allocations officers, and head referees for tournaments have special obligations 
when dealing with their own children, young relatives, and the children of close friends.  They 
must not pressure those children to accept assignments, especially games for which they are not 
ready. 

The Development Working Group of the Referee and Laws Committee has drafted more detailed 
guidance for the training, assignment, and protection of YMOs.  USAR encourages all Local 
Referee Organizations, State Based Organizations directly assigning match officials, and all other 
match organizers assigning match officials to incorporate that guidance into their procedures. 


